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The influence of nuclear multiple scattering on axially channeled protons with an energy of
7 TeV through a bent <100> Si crystal, is presented in this paper. The aims of the investigation are the processes correlated to the axial channeling, such as dechanneling, angular distributions and energy loss distribution. The data for these processes are generated via the numerical solution of the proton equations of motion in the transverse plane and the computer
simulation method. In the simulations, the crystal thickness is varied from 1 to 5 mm while
the bending angle is varied from 0 to 20 mrad. The increasing of the transverse energy of axially channeled protons is due to its multiple scattering by atomic strings and the bending
dechanneling mechanism. The analysis of the generated data shows that in the cases we are
considering, the dechanneling function, the energy loss spectra, and the angular distributions
do not undergo to any significant changes when the effect of nuclear multiple scattering is included in the ion-atom interactions.
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INTRODUCTION
The ion-atom interaction in a crystal, which is
oriented with respect to the atomic rows or planes, differs relative to the randomly oriented crystal. The main
reason for this is the specific motion of the ions into the
space between atomic strings (or planes), where the local electron density is small [1]. Because of this, the
probability for transmitting of the ions through the
crystal is high. This penetration of the ions trough the
crystal is known as channeling.
One of the first experimental evidences of this effect was found in the energy loss distributions of protons
in a short straight crystal of silicon and germanium [2].
The possibility of steering the high energy ions
trough the bent crystal was predicted by Tsyganov [3].
First, his idea was proven in the computer simulation
of Taratin [4], and soon after that, it vas experimentally
confirmed by Elishev [5]. In the meantime, various aspects of ions channeling trough the bent crystals, such
as angular distributions, energy loss distributions,
beam collimation and beam deflection were investigated experimentally, theoretically, and by using the
method of computer simulation [6-16].
During the passage of an ion through a crystal, as
a result of ion-atom interaction, two mechanisms based
* Corresponding author; e-mail: nacestoj@gmail.com

on Coulomb multiple scattering are responsible for increasing of the ion transverse energy. The first one is the
interaction of ion with crystal's nuclei and the second
one is its interaction with electrons of the crystal.
Increasing of the ion transverse energy causes
the increasing of the ion's scattering angle. When this
angle is larger than some critical value, the ion is
dechanneled, so the number of channeled ions is decreasing. The dechanneling investigation is based on
the Kitagawa theory [17], and has been well studied in
the case of planar channeling [18-20].
The possibility of using the bent crystal as a tool
for beam collimation in the Hadron colliders, have initiated an investigation of the elastic and inelastic scattering of the ions by the nuclei of the crystals [21-24].
In this paper, based on the numerically generated
data, we analyze the influence of the nuclear multiple
scattering on the process of dechanneling, energy loss
spectra and angular distributions of the axially channeled protons with energy of 7 TeV through a bent
<100> crystal of silicon.
THEORY

In this paper, we use a model for axial channeling of ions through a bent crystal which takes into account the interactions of ions with the electrons and
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nuclei of the crystal. The continuum interaction potential of the ion and the atomic string is obtained from the
Moliere's expression for the ion-atom interaction potential Ui(r) [25-27]
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DU th ( x, y ) = -4p[Qe ( x, y ) + Q n ( x, y )]

where Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of ion and atoms of the crystal, respectively, e is the elementary
charge, d – the distance between the atoms in the
atomic string, aTF = 0.8853 a0 (Z2)–1/3 – the screening
radius, a0 is the Bohr radius, r.(x, y) = (x2 + y2)1/2 – the
distance between the ion and the i-th atomic string, and
K0 – zero-order modified Bessel function of the second
kind. The thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms are
taken into account [26, 27] and the continuum interaction potential of the crystal is the sum of the continuum
interaction potentials of the atomic strings,
U th = åU ith .
In the case of channeling trough a bent crystal,
the effective continuum interaction potential is given
by the following expression
th
U eff
( x, y ) = U th ( x, y ) -

pu
q
R

(2)

where the substitutions q = x or q = y depends on the
crystal bending direction [27], p is the relativistic momentum of the ion, u – the corresponding velocity, and
R – the radius of curvature of the crystal.
After entering the crystal, the ion transverse energy is increasing as a result of its interactions with
atomic strings and the influence of the centrifugal
force. It means that the average angle of the ion velocity vector y, in the transverse plane with respect to the
crystal axis, increases too. When this angle is larger
than the critical angle for axial channeling yc, the ion
is dechanneled and disregarded [27]. So, decreasing of
the number of channeled ions in a bent crystal is a result of two dechanneling mechanisms: the first one is
the multiple scattering from the crystal's electrons and
the crystal's nuclei, and the second one is the bending
dechanneling mechanism which originates from the
crystal curvature [18-20].
It is well known that the process of dechanneling
depends on (total) energy losses of channeled ions. In
our model, the electronic energy loss of the ion was
calculated using the expression for the trajectory dependent stopping power [19, 28]
-
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where D = 4pre2 me c 2 Z12 n , re is the classical radius of
the electron, n = NZ 2 – the averaged electron density,
N – the crystal atom density, re ( x, y ) = n e ( x, y ) / n is
the normalized local electron density and the rest are
standard notations [19, 29, 30].
The local electron density ne(x, y) averaged
along z-direction is calculated by Poisson eq. [20, 27]

(3)

(4)

where Qe (x, y) = –ene (x, y) is the local density of the
negative (electron) electric charge and Qn (x, y) = Z2e
nn (x, y) – the local positive (nuclei) electric charge.
For the local nuclei density nn(x, y) we use the expression [17, 27]
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where d and Ld are the distance between atoms and linear density of atoms in <100> axial direction of silicon, respectively, and rt(x, y) is the position of the ion
in the transversal plane. The one-dimensional amplitude of the thermal vibration of silicon atoms sth is
0.00744 nm [31, 32].
The mean-square scattering angle of the ion per
unit length, caused by its interaction with electrons of
the crystal, is [20, 27]
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while the corresponding uncertainties of the ion scattering angle, which is a result of its interaction with the
crystal nuclei, is calculated by
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In this expression Ek and u0 are initial kinetic energy and speed of the ion, respectively, m2 is the mass
of the crystal nucleus, m1 is the ion mass and the rest
are already given notations [17, 20].
Taking into account the partial uncertainties of
the ion scattering angle, the total mean-square scattering angle could be calculated by the expression
dW 2 dWe2 dWn2
=
+
dz
dz
dz

(8)

where the transversal components of scattering angle
Wx and Wy fulfill the expression Wx = W y º W / 2.
The simulated angular distributions, energy loss
distributions and corresponding dechanneling functions of axially channeled protons, were obtained via
the numerical solution of the ion's equations of motion
in the transverse plane [16, 27] and the uncertainties of
the ion scattering angle was calculated by the expression (8).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We shall analyze here in details the influence of
nuclear multiple scattering on axially channeled 7 TeV
protons through a bent <100> silicon crystal. The distance between atoms d, along the <100> atomic string,
is 0.543082 nm [33] and the critical angle of axial
channeling yc is 4.6 rad. The proton beam divergence,
before its interaction with the crystal, was taken to be
0.46 rad.
The dechanneling of protons depending on the
bending angle was investigated in the case of a crystal
with constant thickness of L = 1 mm and a bending angle that varies from 5 to 20 mrad. The initial number of
the ions was Np = 103,041 and their initial positions in
the transversal plane of the channel were distributed
uniformly. The ion whose initial position lies within
the screening radius around the atomic strings defining the channel, was treated as backscattered and disregarded.
Figure 1(a) shows the dechanneling functions of
the 7 TeV protons axially channeled through a bent
<100> Si crystal when the nuclear multiple scattering is
not taken into account. The simulated data can be excellently fitted with the Gompertz type function [34, 27]

Figure 1(a). The dechanneling functions of the 7 TeV
protons axially channeled through a bent <100> Si
crystal. The thickness of the crystal is L = 1 mm and the
curvature of the crystal is varied from 2 mrad to 20 mrad;
the effect of nuclear multiple scattering is off

N d exp{- exp[ -k ( a - ac )]} - exp[ - exp( kac )]
(9)
=
N0
1- exp[ - exp( kac )]
where Nd is the number of dechanneled protons, N0 =
=.N – Nb – the initial number of protons without the
backscattered ones, k – the dechanneling rate and ac –
the dechanneling range. The values of the best fitting
parameters are ac = 6.914 mrad and k = 0.386 mrad –1.
When the nuclear multiple scattering is on, the
dechanneling function of axially channeled protons is
shown in fig. 1(b). It is obvious, as in the previous
case, that the simulated data can be fitted with the
Gompertz type function and the best fitting parameters
have almost identical values ac = 6.915 mrad and k =
=.0.386 mrad–1. This means that the effect of nuclear
multiple scattering does not affect the dechanneling

Figure 1(b). The dechanneling functions of the 7 TeV
protons axially channeled through a bent <100> Si
crystal; the input parameters are the same as in the
fig. 1(a), but the effect of nuclear multiple
scattering is on

process, when the thickness of the crystal is constant
and the intensity of the centrifugal force increases by
increasing the bending angle of the crystal.
Figure 2 presents the energy loss distribution of
axially channeled protons for bending angle a = =.5
mrad, when the nuclear multiple scattering is off [35].
For a better analysis of the data, the histogram is di-

Figure 2. The energy loss distribution of 7 TeV protons axially channeled through a bent <100> silicon crystal when the effect of nuclear multiple scattering is off
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Figure 3. The energy loss distribution of 7 TeV protons axially channeled through a bent <100> silicon crystal when the effect of nuclear multiple scattering is on

vided into the two parts. The energy loss distribution,
which originates from the ions located in between
atomic strings and from the central area of the channel, is designated by (a), while the high energy tail of
the energy loss distribution, which originates from
the ions with initial positions in the vicinity of the
atomic strings, is designated by (b).
Figure 3 shows the energy loss distribution of
axially channeled protons for the same bending angle,
a = 5 mrad, when the nuclear multiple scattering is on.
It is obvious that this specific scattering mechanism of
the protons, from the nuclei of the crystal, causes only
extension of the high energy tail of ~31 %, till energy
of DE < 2.6 MeV, and minor•“structural” modification of the energy loss distribution in the area 0.6 MeV
< DE < 0.8 MeV.
Further, we shall analyze the influence of the nuclear multiple scattering on the angular distributions
of 7 TeV protons, axially channeled through a bent
<100> Si crystal. In this case, the bending angle of the
crystal is a = 5 mrad and its thickness is L = 1 mm. Fig-

Figure 4(a). The angular distributions of the 7 TeV
protons axially channeled through a bent <100> Si
crystal; the thickness of the crystal is L = 1 mm and the
curvature of the crystal is 5 mrad; the effect of nuclear
multiple scattering is off

Figure 4(b). The angular distributions of the 7 TeV
protons axially channeled through a bent <100> Si
crystal; the thickness of the crystal is L= 1mm and the
curvature of the crystal is 5 mrad; the effect of nuclear
multiple scattering is on

ure 4(a) shows the angular distribution when the nuclear multiple scattering is off and fig. 4(b) shows the
corresponding angular distribution when the nuclear
multiple scattering is on. Comparing the fig. 4(a) and
fig. 4(b), one can conclude that both distributions are
very similar to each other and are characterized by a
central maximum around zero angle and the two additional maxima close to the zero angle [12, 16]. The
only visible differences between the angular distributions are small structural changes in the vicinity of the
central maxima.
Dependence of the number of dechanneled protons on the crystal thickness, or so called the
dechanneling function, is presented in fig. 5. The analysis shows that simulated data can be fitted with the
Gompertz type function (9). In the case when the nuclear multiple scattering is on, the dechanneling rate
has a value k =1.724 mm–1, whereas the dechanneling
range is ac = 0.994 mm.
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Nace STOJANOV, Sr|an M. PETROVI], Dragan JAKIMOVSKI
UTICAJ VI[ESTRUKOG NUKLEARNOG RASEJAWA NA AKSIJALNO
KANALISANE PROTONE U ZAKRIVQENOM KRISTALU
U ovom radu prikazan je uticaj vi{estrukog nuklearnog rasejawa na aksijalno kanalisane
protone sa energijom od 7 TeV kroz <100> savijenog Si kristala. Ciqevi istra`ivawa su procesi
koji su u korelaciji sa aksijalnim kanalisawem, kao {to su dekanalisawe, ugaone raspodele i
raspodele energetskih gubitaka jona. Podaci za ove procese generi{u se putem numeri~kog re{ewa
jedna~ina kretawa protona u transverzalnoj ravni i metode kompjuterske simulacije. U
simulacijama debqina kristala varira od 1 mm do 5 mm, a ugao savijawa varira od 0 mrad do 20 mrad.
Pove}awe transverzalne energije aksijalno kanalisanih protona je rezultat wihovog
vi{estrukog rasejawa sa atomskim nizovima i mehanizmom dekanalisawa zbog zakrivqewa
kristala. Analiza generisanih podataka pokazuje da u slu~ajevima koje razmatramo, funkcija
dekanalisawa, spektar energetskih gubitaka i ugaone raspodele ne podle`u nikakvim zna~ajnim
promenama kada je u interakcije jona i atoma ukqu~en i efekat vi{estrukog nuklearnog rasejawa.
Kqu~ne re~i: relativisti~ko kanalisawe, zakrivqeni kristal, raspodela energijskog
..........................gubitka, funkcija dekanalisawa

